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Suzy Favor Hamilton: call girl (example of hypergamy)
September 8, 2014 | 7 upvotes | by cover20

http://www.latinpost.com/articles/1127/20130703/suzy-favor-hamilton-prostitute-former-olympian-stripp
ed-awards.htm?utm_source=zergnet.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=zergnet_79228
My "favor"ite quote:
" I never thought I would be exposed, therefore never hurting anybody."
What about her husband who was telling her to stop? Husband rates so low with her that he doesn't even
count as "anybody". I guess the "anybody" who counted were the wealthy guys who could pay the rate for
this hooker.
And these are the words she used NOW. He still doesn't count as "anybody".
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Comments

JP_Whoregan • 3 points • 8 September, 2014 02:51 PM 

Top Comment from thy gallant White Knight, galloping in to rescue the reputation of our fair maiden damsel in
distress, from the heathen hordes of slut shaming demons:

She still has medals in my eyes. This is effing stupid. Prostitution doesn't make her a better athlete, nor
worse a person. The Olympics are not a Beauty Pageant or a Political dog and pony show. Its an event that
people attend to show they are the best/fastest in the world. Maybe we should strip the titles of the people
that run the Olympics, I wouldn't doubt it if they do drugs, hire prostitutes and who knows what else.

/r/pussypass galore for a hooker, all bundled nicely with some "lets validate bad behavior by pointing to other
imaginary bad behavior". If this article was about the men who hired this $600/hour hooker, it would be shame
galore on these men for "ruining their families" for "selfish reasons", and "how could they do such a thing to
their poor wives" by sleeping with a prostitute.

chakravanti93 • 3 points • 8 September, 2014 03:07 PM 

This thread is downvoted yet worthy of a reply by the likes of TRP veterens such as this?

It links inside the text and includes a summary. It might be a repost but the guy follows the rules and makes
astute observations and summaries.

Influx is trashing the place and I just about had my fill of the shit proliferating. When I came here, you and
the other vets drilled straight into my brain and uploaded truth.

I think I'm done reading TRP. I can find the best content just by following you and the other vets. I don't
know how you bother to wade through trash these days.

JP_Whoregan • 3 points • 8 September, 2014 03:15 PM 

It links inside the text and includes a summary. It might be a repost but the guy follows the rules and
makes astute observations and summaries.

This is exactly why it's downvoted...That and it's an older story. I was out pretty much all weekend and
missed the original. Wasn't gonna post until I saw the vomit-inducing comment above.

I think I'm done reading TRP. I can find the best content just by following you and the other vets. I
don't know how you bother to wade through trash these days.

Don't bother doing that, just head over to /r/alreadyred and/or /r/evenredder. Less content, but higher
quality. You're gonna find that, as you hang around /r/theredpill longer, and we keep getting scores of
thousands of new subs, you're gonna see a lot of themes, subjects, and discussions repeat themselves.
New batch of guys, new batch of "anger phasers" and guys pontificating on already-treaded subjects.

cover20[S] • 1 point • 8 September, 2014 04:41 PM 

Sorry, I don't recall this prior discussion, I am fairly new. Wise, but new to this particular board.
Downvote away, I don't care because if you all have seen this already, then there's no reason for
people to read it again.

Unless nobody's made MY comment on it before.
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cover20[S] • 2 points • 8 September, 2014 04:57 PM* 

Thanks for the gold!

I had a girlfriend in HS that I only got to about second base with, and she ran track. She kept inviting me
over to her house to watch movies, and somehow her parents and older sister (who seemed more interesting
at the time and was in my grade) were always out. And I kept just watching movies. She was nice though.
We tried to stay in touch after I went to college but it kind of faded out, basically she wrote these long girl
letters and I was too busy to write much back. Ah memories, and things I would have done differently ...

I hope she didn't end up like this broad.

redpillbanana • 1 point • 8 September, 2014 02:48 PM 

We had a pretty big discussion on this recently. Here's the submission title:

All-time Track star Suzy Hamilton cuckolds husband as high-class hooker for years. Excuse? "Depression
and a challenging time in my life..."
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